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a b s t r a c t 

We derive the terms in the Antarctic sea ice concentration budget from the output of three models, and 

compare them to observations of the same terms. Those models include two climate models from the 5th 

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) and one ocean–sea ice coupled model with prescribed 

atmospheric forcing. Sea ice drift and wind fields from those models, in average over April-October 1992- 

2005, all exhibit large differences with the available observational or reanalysis datasets. However, the 

discrepancies between the two distinct ice drift products or the two wind reanalyses used here are some- 

times even greater than those differences. Two major findings stand out from the analysis. Firstly, large 

biases in sea ice drift speed and direction in exterior sectors of the sea ice covered region tend to be 

systematic and consistent with those in winds. This suggests that sea ice errors in these areas are most 

likely wind-driven, so as errors in the simulated ice motion vectors. The systematic nature of these biases 

is less prominent in interior sectors, nearer the coast, where sea ice is mechanically constrained and its 

motion in response to the wind forcing more depending on the model rheology. Second, the intimate 

relationship between winds, sea ice drift and the sea ice concentration budget gives insight on ways to 

categorize models with regard to errors in their ice dynamics. In exterior regions, models with seem- 

ingly too weak winds and slow ice drift consistently yield a lack of ice velocity divergence and hence a 

wrong wintertime sea ice growth rate. In interior sectors, too slow ice drift, presumably originating from 

issues in the physical representation of sea ice dynamics as much as from errors in surface winds, leads 

to wrong timing of the late winter ice retreat. Those results illustrate that the applied methodology pro- 

vides a valuable tool for prioritizing model improvements based on the ice concentration budget–ice drift 

biases–wind biases relationship prevailing in the simulation of Antarctic sea ice over the last decades. 

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

In general, coupled climate models fail to reproduce the ob-

served expansion of Antarctic sea ice during the recent decades

( Turner et al., 2013 ). This may be due to the large role of in-

terannual variability in this increasing trend ( Zunz et al., 2013;

Mahlstein et al., 2013 ). Nevertheless, most models from the 5th

Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP5, Taylor et al.,

2012 ) systematically overestimate the interannual variance of

the winter Antarctic sea ice extent, and show large biases in

the representation of the sea ice mean state around Antarctica
∗ Corresponding author. 
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 Zunz et al., 2013 ). This suggests that some sea ice physical prop-

rties or some atmospheric and oceanic processes in the Southern

cean are systematically misrepresented in these models. Improv-

ng current models so as to simulate a realistic sea ice mean state

eems thus a priority, since it is the basis for adequately reproduc-

ng correct variability and trends. 

However, determining the origins of the biases in the Antarctic

ea ice state in models is not straightforward. A common method

s to compare various model variables to observations, whenever

nd wherever available, and analyze the differences to find con-

ections. However, the correlation between biases in different vari-

bles does not necessarily provide information on the cause-to-

ffect relationship between them, and the sources of problems po-

entially revealed by this method are often hidden by the models’

omplexity ( Randall et al., 2007 ). 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2016.08.001
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ocemod
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ocemod.2016.08.001&domain=pdf
mailto:olivier.lecomte@uclouvain.be
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2016.08.001
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Fig. 1. Mean seasonal cycle of Antarctic sea ice extent over 1992–2005, as observed 

( OSISAF, 2010 ) and simulated by the three models: NEMO-LIM3, IPSL (IPSL-CM5A- 

MR) and CCSM4. Extents are calculated as the total area of oceanic grid cells in the 

Southern Ocean with an ice concentration larger than 15%. 
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An alternative to this is, for instance, the methodology proposed

n Holland and Kwok (2012) . They have separated the local sea ice

oncentration budget into four terms, including the net total ice

oncentration change during a given period, the contributions of

dvection and divergence to this change and a residual accounting

or the thermodynamic growth and melt of sea ice. Consequently,

he evaluation is not focused on single variables such as sea ice

oncentration or velocity, but the whole chain of processes control-

ing the evolution of sea ice is evaluated. Estimating the combined

ontribution of advection, divergence and deformation to sea ice

oncentration changes within “dynamical tendency” variables di-

ectly calculated during a simulation is a standard diagnostic in

ome models (e.g., in CICE4/CCSM4, Bitz et al., 2005; Landrum

t al., 2012 ). However, the use of the method proposed here on

 model output in order to compare the simulated ice concentra-

ion budget to observations was made only recently in Uotila et al.

2014 , Australian ACCESS model). It was proven to be very rele-

ant for evaluating the model ability to simulate the respective

ontributions of dynamics and thermodynamics to sea ice concen-

ration changes in the Southern Ocean. Discrepancies between the

bserved and modeled sea ice concentration budgets were found,

specially near the Antarctic coast and the ice edge, where the

imulated sea ice motion was more convergent and faster than ob-

erved, respectively. 

The conclusions of Uotila et al. (2014) were sensitive to the se-

ected model configuration. A first goal of this study is to test the

eproducibility of their results by applying the sea ice concentra-

ion budget to several models showing contrasted biases with re-

pect to the mean sea ice state. Consequently, the outputs from

wo models from the CMIP5 archive and an ocean–sea ice coupled

odel forced by atmospheric reanalyses are described in the fol-

owing section. These models were chosen, as further explained

elow, because they span an interesting range of model configu-

ations (forced atmosphere vs. fully coupled model) and behaviors.

ndeed, each of these models has its own and distinct biases with

espect to observations. One climate model systematically overesti-

ates the sea ice extent throughout the year, while the other fea-

ures the opposite, and the ocean–sea ice model yields a too weak

easonality around a realistic yearly mean ice extent. Applying the

ea ice concentration budget to those models thus gives insight on:

. the thermodynamic vs. dynamic origins of the sea ice concentra-

ion errors, and 2. whether these models share common physical

roblems in spite of their different biases with respect to the sea

ce mean state at the hemispheric scale. 

A second goal is to extend the analyses proposed in

otila et al. (2014) and further assess the impact of wind biases

n the ice dynamics in model outputs. This will be achieved by

omparing the simulated sea ice drift and wind fields to satellite

bservations and reanalyses. 

The methodology for all performed analyses is provided in

ection 3 . The concentration budget is then presented in Section 4 ,

ith a particular focus on the regional variability of the wind–sea

ce motion relationship. In Section 5 , the main results are discussed

efore summarizing the conclusions of this work, including per-

pectives on the way to select or improve models based on their

kills in the Southern Ocean. 

. Model description 

As described in Table 1 , simulations from three models are an-

lyzed in this study. The first two are historical simulations per-

ormed by the CCSM4 and IPSL-CM5A-MR (hereafter referred to

s IPSL) coupled climate models, from the CMIP5 multi-model en-

emble: http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/ . The sea ice component in CCSM4

s the LANL Community Ice CodE version 4 (CICE4; Hunke and Lip-

comb, 2010 ), which uses the ice thickness distribution formalism
ITD; Thorndike et al., 1975 ) and the elastic-viscous-plastic rheol-

gy (EVP; Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997 ) for sea ice dynamics. The

orresponding components in IPSL are the Louvain-la-Neuve sea

ce Model version 2 (LIM2; Fichefet and Morales Maqueda, 1997 )

nd the viscous-plastic (VP) constitutive law of Hibler (1979) ,

espectively. The third model is the ocean–sea ice global cou-

led model NEMO-LIM3 (Nucleus for European Modelling of the

cean - Madec, 2008 ; Louvain-la-Neuve sea Ice Model version 3

 Vancoppenolle et al., 2009 ). The model version used here is de-

cribed in detail in Barthélemy et al. (2015) . Contrary to the first

wo ones, this model is driven by a prescribed atmosphere, us-

ng the NCEP/NCAR surface air temperature and wind reanalyses

 Kalnay et al., 1996 ) and monthly climatologies of relative humid-

ty, cloudiness, precipitation and river runoffs as forcing fields. Sur-

ace heat fluxes computations are based on Goosse (1997) . Like

ICE4, LIM3 includes, in particular, the ITD formalism and the EVP

heology. 

Historical simulations from CMIP5 models are performed

hrough 1850–2005, while the NEMO-LIM3 simulation is run over

948–2012. Therefore, given the time coverage of the observational

eference study (1992–2010; Holland and Kwok, 2012 ), the sea ice

oncentration budget in models is restricted to the intersection in-

erval of these three time periods: 1992–2005. 

To have a first overview of the representation of the Southern

cean sea ice in those three models, the mean annual cycles of

imulated and observed ice extents over the period 1992–2005 are

hown in Fig. 1 . This figure clearly underlines the systematic biases

n the simulations performed with CMIP5 models, with CCSM4 and

PSL overestimating and underestimating the ice extent by about

 × 10 6 km 

2 , respectively, for almost all months ( Landrum et al.,

012; Zunz et al., 2013 ). Although NEMO-LIM3 significantly overes-

imates the ice extent minimum due to insufficient summer melt-

ng rates, it is closer to observations. This is to be expected some-

ow, since the models used to produce atmospheric reanalyses use

he observed sea ice cover and sea surface temperatures as lower

oundary conditions. In other words, reanalysis-forced models are

ore likely to simulate the ice extent correctly compared to fully

oupled ones, since the information about the observed ice cover

s to some extent embedded into the reanalyses. Thus, those three

odels present different characteristics in terms of configurations

prescribed atmosphere vs. fully coupled model) and errors with

espect to the sea ice mean state they are able to simulate. Con-

http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/
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Table 1 

Description of the three models used in the analysis. 

Model Name Atmospheric Oceanic Sea ice Reference 

component component component 

CCSM4 1 CAM4; POP2; CICE4; Gent et al. (2011) 

26 vertical levels, 60 vertical levels, 1 .11 ° ×
1 .25 ° × 0.9 ° 1 .11 ° × (0.27 −0.54) ° (0 .27-0.54) °

IPSL 2 LMDZ4 v5; NEMO v2.3; LIM2; http://icmc.ipsl.fr/ 

(IPSL-CM5A 39 vertical levels, 31 vertical levels, ORCA-2 °
-MR) ∼1 .25 ° × 2.5 ° ORCA −2 °

NEMO-LIM3 Prescribed. NEMO v3.5; LIM3; Barthélemy et al. (2015) 

See Section 2 46 vertical levels, ORCA-1 °
ORCA-1 °

Modeling centers: 1 National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 
2 Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace. 
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sidering that the sea ice concentration budget analysis is model-

specific ( Uotila et al., 2014 ), NEMO-LIM3, IPSL and CCSM4 provide

one interesting set of models to be tested using the methodology

described below. 

3. Methods 

3.1. Sea ice concentration budget 

The first analysis applied to the aforementioned model data is

the sea ice concentration budget from Holland and Kwok (2012) .

The evolution equation of ice concentration can be written as: 

∂A 

∂t 
+ u · ∇A + A ∇ · u = f − r, 

where A and u are the ice concentration and velocity, respectively,

either taken from model outputs or retrieved from Special Sensing

Microwave/Imager (SSMI) data (NASA-Team-1 algorithm - Cavalieri

et al., 1996, updated yearly , for ice concentration; Comiso et al.,

2011 and Kwok et al., 1998 , for ice velocity). Note that an alter-

native ice concentration data product, retrieved using the so called

“bootstrap” algorithm ( Comiso, 20 0 0, updated 2015 ), is available. In

Beitsch et al. (2015) for instance, the bootstrap algorithm is shown

to be more accurate through the comparison of both satellite prod-

ucts with in situ observations. However, quantifying the sensitivity

of the observed ice concentration budget to the selected dataset

is beyond the scope of the present study. On the left hand side

of the equation, the first term represents the sea ice concentration

change rate. The second and third terms are the respective con-

tributions of ice advection and divergence to the ice concentration

change. On the right side, f is the ice concentration change from

freezing and melting, and r the one from mechanical ice redistri-

bution processes, such as ridging or rafting. After reorganizing the

equation and integrating it between times t 1 and t 2 , it becomes: 

∫ t 2 

t 1 

∂A 

∂t 
d t = −

∫ t 2 

t 1 

u · ∇Ad t −
∫ t 2 

t 1 

A ∇ · u d t + 

∫ t 2 

t 1 

( f − r) d t, 

The last term on the right hand side is calculated as a residual

component from all the others, that can be calculated directly from

model outputs or observational sea ice fields. This last term could

also be diagnosed from model outputs but is computed as for the

observations for consistency. As the Antarctic sea ice drift tends

to be divergent, f (melting or freezing in open water) is expected

to be much larger than r in magnitude ( Uotila et al., 2014 ). Thus,

we hereafter consider r as negligible and refer to the last term al-

ternatively as the “residual” or “freezing” term. The other terms,

from the left to the right, are referred to as “concentration change”,

“advection” and “divergence”. By integrating the daily sea ice con-

centration budgets through April–October for each year from 1992
o 2005 and for each cell of model or observation grids, 14 spa-

ial fields are obtained for each term. During summer, the motion-

racking procedure is less accurate due to the ice surface melt and

o budget can be performed from observations. Taking the average

f these fields over the 14 years finally provides the mean sea ice

oncentration budget over April–October 1992–2005, as displayed

n Fig. 2 . 

To produce these fields and compare model results with obser-

ations, every calculation is made on the 100 × 100 km 

2 grid used

n Holland and Kwok (2012) . This means that all the simulated ice

elocities and concentrations had to be interpolated on this grid.

he other possible method to compute the different budget terms

s to do so on the original model grids, and then interpolate them

nto the observation grid. The first one ensures a similar method-

logy for model results and observations and thus a homogeneous

omparison between them, whereas the second preserves accuracy

nd internal consistency with regard to the models’ budgets them-

elves. The comparison between the two methods shows important

ifferences on the continental shelf, especially for IPSL and CCSM4

hich are more convergent at these locations, but smaller differ-

nces offshore (see Supplementary Material). Additionally, a low

ass filter is applied to all terms by replacing the values at every

rid point by the mean value of a 9-cell square centered on this

oint, following Holland and Kwok (2012) . Although not specifi-

ally required for the model outputs, this smoothing is necessary

or the observation based results in order to reduce the spatial

oise in the derivatives. 

Fig. 2 (top panels) illustrates the sea ice concentration budget

pplied to satellite observations and, in particular, the pairwise

ivergence-freezing and advection-melting relationships. Close to

he continent and in the central ice pack, strong freezing rates

re maintained by velocity divergence, because openings in the

ack during this time of the year favor new ice production, while

dvection exports sea ice in outer and warmer regions where

ea ice melts. Narrowing the integration over April–June yields

 smaller magnitude of the advection and divergence contribu-

ions to the ice concentration difference, as opposed to the larger

reezing rates nearly everywhere around Antarctica, showing the

hermodynamics-dominated ice growth during this period. 

.2. Ice drift and wind analyses 

The sea ice concentration budget is a valuable tool for separat-

ng the dynamical and thermodynamical contributions to sea ice

oncentration evolution and evaluating a model’s ability to simu-

ate regional variations consistently with observations ( Uotila et al.,

014 ). However, assessing why the advection or divergence is lo-

ally wrong requires one to evaluate the simulated ice velocity vec-

ors. Since the ice motion is in large part driven by the wind, eval-

http://icmc.ipsl.fr/
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Fig. 2. Antarctic sea ice concentration budget components over April–October 1992–2010 from Holland and Kwok (2012) and as computed over April-October 1992–2005 

(CMIP5 historical runs stop in 2005) for the selected three models. The leftmost panels display the mean observed April–October ice concentration difference ( 
∫ 

∂A 
∂t 

dt ). 

“Advection” is the mean ice concentration change from ice advection ( −∫ 
u · ∇Adt ), quantifying whether ice motion tends to import (red) or export (blue) sea ice locally. 

“Divergence” is the mean ice concentration change from ice velocity divergence ( −∫ 
A ∇ · u dt ), describing whether the pack is opening (divergence, blue) or closing (conver- 

gence, red). Finally, panels on the right show the mean ice concentration change from residual freezing ( 
∫ 

f dt ) for which, as in other panels, blue (red) areas correspond to 

negative (positive) contributions to ice concentration changes. As explained in Holland and Kwok (2012) , all budget terms are scaled between −100 and 100% of the grid cell 

area, but they can actually reach values smaller and greater than those lower and upper bounds, respectively. For instance, freezing higher than 100% in a grid cell means 

that the coverage of ice formed during the calculation period is larger than the total surface of this cell. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Mean sea ice motion vectors over April–October 2003–2010, for both the 

Fowler et al. (2013) and Kimura et al. (2013) observational products. The 2003–

2010 averaging period corresponds to the one when Kimura et al. (2013) ice motion 

vectors are available. The color scale shows the norm of ice velocity, in ms −1 . (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 
ating wind speed vectors is also necessary. This two-step evalu-

tion of ice and wind velocities ultimately allows attributing ice

elocity errors to either the sea ice model physics, i.e., rheology

r boundary layer physics (e.g., surface drag coefficient or turning

ngle), wind forcing errors, or both. 

In Section 4 , ice drift and wind vectors are evaluated. Simulated

ce motion vectors are compared against both those of the Polar

athfinder Daily 25 km EASE Grid satellite product ( Fowler et al.,

013 ) and of the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer Earth

bserving System (AMSR-E) data ( Kimura et al., 2013 ). Note that

hose products are different from the one used for computing the

bserved sea ice concentration budget described above. This was

one only for practical reasons, as the ice motion observational

roduct used in Holland and Kwok (2012) is not yet available pub-

icly. It is important to note as well that any sea ice velocity satel-

ite product suffers from relatively large uncertainties. Fig. 3 shows

he Fowler et al. (2013) and Kimura et al. (2013) April-October

ean ice drift vectors over 2003–2010. The second ice drift prod-

ct features ice velocity norms 2.5 cm s −1 larger in average, with
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Fig. 4. Limits of the regions that are used in the present evaluation of the mod- 

eled ice drift and wind. The Southern Ocean is split into five regions, namely the 

Weddell Sea, the Indian sector, the Pacific sector, the Ross Sea and the Amundsen- 

Bellingshausen Seas. Additionally, so as to differentiate the easterly from the west- 

erly wind regimes in the analysis, the approximate geographical boundary between 

those regimes (based on the NCEP/NCAR 10 m wind velocity reanalyses in average 

over April–October 1992–2005, represented by black vectors) is used to delineate 

interior and exterior regions in each sector. 
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the largest differences in the Weddell, Indian and Pacific free drift

regions of the Southern Ocean. This is consistent with previous

studies reporting the Fowler et al. (2013) data to be too slow

( Heil et al., 2001 ). Ice drift directions, specifically shown later in

Section 4 , are in good agreement in the two products except again

in the Indian and Pacific sectors. When comparing modeled ice ve-

locities to such observational datasets, one must then keep those

differences in mind. Because the ice motion is relatively slow in

the Fowler et al. (2013) product, applying the ice concentration

budget on this dataset provides results that are not consistent with

Holland and Kwok (2012) . On the other hand, the budget analysis

using ice motion vectors from Kimura et al. (2013) has recently

been investigated and and gives results that are in better agree-

ment with Holland and Kwok (2012) ( Holland and Kimura, 2016 ).

For those reasons, we made the choice of keeping the results from

Holland and Kwok (2012) in our present analysis, but we still com-

pare the modeled ice drift vectors to the two satellite datasets at

our disposal. 

Simulated wind speed in coupled models is evaluated using

both the NCEP/ NCAR surface winds that drive the NEMO-LIM3

model and ERA Interim reanalyses ( Dee et al., 2011 ). The associated

intercomparisons for sea ice drift and wind direction (velocity vec-

tor orientation) are then presented in Section 4.3 . Going northward

from the Antarctic coast, the wind direction shifts from easterly to

westerly. So as to distinguish these regimes in the analyses, a sep-

aration of the domain is made and presented in Fig. 4 . The sea ice

covered region of the Southern Ocean is split zonally into its dif-

ferent sectors (Weddell Sea, Indian sector, Pacific sector, Ross Sea

and Bellingshausen-Amundsen Seas) and meridionally into interior

and exterior areas representative of prevailing easterly and west-

erly wind regions, respectively. The limit between the interior and

exterior regions is derived from the mean NCEP/NCAR surface wind

fields over April–October 1992–2005, by considering the circle that
est fits to the changes in wind direction in all sectors. For the

ea ice dynamics, this meridional separation additionally enables a

istinction between the compact inner ice pack where sea ice un-

ergoes large mechanical constraints and marginal zones where it

s presumably in free drift. Those regions are likely to be charac-

eristic of two dissimilar ice motion regimes for which the relative

mportance of the sea ice rheology and wind forcing are different.

ote that this interior/exterior division is stationary in our diag-

ostics while, in reality, it varies seasonally and interannually de-

ending on the Southern Annular Mode trends ( Marshall, 2003 ).

or each single sector of this domain, the local average in norm

nd direction of ice motion and wind vectors from models, ob-

ervations or reanalyses is computed through April–October 1992–

005 and compared to each other. 

. Results 

.1. Sea ice concentration budget in models 

Fig. 2 also shows the four sea ice concentration budget terms

or the three selected models. All components exhibit both a

lobal qualitative agreement with observations and substantial

egional discrepancies. Like in Holland and Kwok (2012) and

otila et al. (2014) , divergence and advection drive the freezing in

he central ice pack and the melting near the ice edge, respectively.

owever, in terms of magnitude, essentially all models lack ice ve-

ocity divergence all around Antarctica (especially in exterior sec-

ors) –NEMO-LIM3 and IPSL even exhibit areas with significantly

onvergent ice motion– whereas advection tends to be overesti-

ated, especially in the Indian and Pacific sectors of the Southern

cean. Such an overestimation of advection in the ice concentra-

ion budget close to the edge was also found in Uotila et al. (2014) .

owever, their model did not lack ice velocity divergence like it

s the case here, which shows once again that such results are

odel-dependent. Consequently, the regions where the residual

erm (freezing) reaches its maximum values are not present in the

ight latitude band. As more sea ice remains in CCSM4 at the end

f austral summer, the main freezing zones during the growth pe-

iod are shifted northwards by approximately 5 ° compared to ob-

ervations. As opposed to this, the divergence-maintained freezing

one in IPSL does not extend north enough, especially in the In-

ian and Pacific sectors. The overall localization of these regions is

etter for NEMO-LIM3, but freezing contributions to ice concentra-

ion changes are clearly biased low (down to 50%) due to the lo-

ally wrong velocity divergence. In addition, NEMO-LIM3 features

ery strong divergence and freezing spots along almost the whole

ntarctic coast, which is due to too strong offshore winds in the

CEP/NCAR reanalysis ( Zhang et al., 2015 ), in turn affecting the ice

otion. 

.2. Ice drift and wind speed 

Fig. 5 provides first insights on how biases in the dynamic com-

onents of the sea ice concentration budget relate to ice drift er-

ors in the models. It shows the relative error in ice drift speed as

ompared to the Fowler et al. (2013) dataset. Relative to this spe-

ific product, ice velocities are overestimated in many places and

specially in the Indian and Pacific sectors in all models, where

elocities reach two times their observational values. As discussed

n Uotila et al. (2014) , this may explain, at least in part, the above-

entioned too strong advection terms of the model ice concentra-

ion budgets in the corresponding regions. Linking this to sea ice

elocity divergence, the models exhibiting the fastest ice drift seem

o be those having the smallest underestimation of ice divergence.

EMO-LIM3 features the smallest mean ice velocity bias compared

o Fowler et al. (2013) , followed by IPSL and CCSM4, but also has
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Fig. 5. Mean relative error in ice drift speed, over April–October 1992–2005, for the three selected models, with respect to the Fowler et al. (2013) observational product. 

The last panel on the right displays the same map but for the Kimura et al. (2013) –Fowler et al. (2013) average relative difference over April–October 2003–2010, the period 

over which Kimura et al. (2013) data are available. 

Fig. 6. Mean value (crosses) and temporal variation range ( ± 1 standard deviation intervals) of the sea ice drift speed and surface wind speed in each sector of the Southern 

Ocean, as defined in Fig. 4 . The averages are performed over April–October 1992–2005, except for Kimura et al. (2013) ice drift data (2003–2010). The wind speeds displayed 

for NEMO-LIM3 are actually the NCEP/NCAR wind reanalyses used to force the model. Winds from the ERA Interim product are also added to provide a second benchmark. 
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he weakest sea ice velocity divergence among the chosen models.

s opposed to this, CCSM4 exhibits the fastest ice drift, but the

ost realistic divergence term in the sea ice concentration budget.

n the central Weddell and Ross Seas, however, the errors in ice ve-

ocities are sharply reduced and NEMO-LIM3 even underestimates

he ice speed compared to Fowler et al. (2013) . This suggests a spe-

ific interplay between the motion, rheology and mechanical wind

orcing that is discussed in Section 5 . 

In order to quantify those biases regionally, Fig. 6 shows the

pril–October 1992–2005 temporal and spatial mean values and

anges of ice and wind speed for each sector defined in Fig. 4 . Ice

rift data from Kimura et al. (2013) are also included, although

he averages are computed over a different 8-year span (2003–

010). Table 2 presents the speed ratios and vector direction an-

les between sea ice and wind speeds in all regions of the South-
4

rn Ocean and summarizes the relationship between ice drift and

inds for each model. 

In exterior sectors, NEMO-LIM3 and IPSL exhibit similar ice drift

peeds, overestimating the Fowler et al. (2013) ice drift by 30 to

0% ( ∼4 cm s −1 ), except in the Ross Sea where these two mod-

ls agree well with observations. Consistent with Fig. 5 , sea ice

n CCSM4 drifts much faster and shows large biases compared to

owler et al. (2013) (from 70 to more than 100% (8-15 cm s −1 ) in

ll sectors. Compared to Kimura et al. (2013) , though, only CCSM4

ce speed is overestimated and both NEMO-LIM3 and IPSL values

emain close to this satellite product. These biases are different

n interior sectors. Apart from the Pacific sector where all mod-

ls simulate too fast ice motion, the ice drift from NEMO-LIM3 is

onsistent or slower than in observations. CCSM4 and IPSL then re-

pectively overestimate the Fowler et al. (2013) ice speed by about

0 and 100%. 
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Table 2 

Ice speed/wind speed ratio and ice drift-wind direction angle for the three models in all sec- 

tors, defined as in Fig. 4 . The speed ratio in models is simply computed as the ratio of the ice 

speed over the wind speed in each sector in average over 1992–2005. KIM/EI stands for the 

speed ratio of the Kimura et al. (2013) ice drift speed over the ERA Interim wind speed. For 

the sake of readability, the standard deviations of the speed ratios for each model and region 

are not shown in the table, but they were calculated and are similar among models. Their 

order of magnitude is of about 10% of the speed ratios (i.e., ∼0.002), which gives bounds 

of significance for the differences in speed ratios between interior and exterior sectors. The 

ice-wind direction angle is calculated as the ice drift vector angle minus the wind vector an- 

gle, both with respect to the east and again in average over 1992–2005. It is thus measured 

in degrees, positive when the ice drift is deviated to the left with regard to the wind, and 

conversely. 

Interior sectors 

Weddell Indian Pacific Ross Bel. Amun. 

Speed ratios NEMO-LIM3 0 .019 0 .018 0 .022 0 .019 0 .013 

IPSL 0 .027 0 .029 0 .024 0 .025 0 .024 

CCSM4 0 .022 0 .022 0 .024 0 .016 0 .014 

KIM/EI 0 .015 0 .013 0 .009 0 .015 0 .008 

Direction angles NEMO-LIM3 23 −6 11 30 −2 

IPSL 35 18 10 39 49 

CCSM4 93 76 31 77 −120 

Exterior sectors 

Weddell Indian Pacific Ross Bel. Amun. 

Speed ratios NEMO-LIM3 0 .022 0 .021 0 .022 0 .023 0 .02 

IPSL 0 .02 0 .02 0 .018 0 .016 0 .018 

CCSM4 0 .023 0 .024 0 .025 0 .022 0 .022 

KIM/EI 0 .016 0 .015 0 .015 0 .015 0 .016 

Direction angles NEMO-LIM3 13 10 13 7 20 

IPSL 38 26 2 35 18 

CCSM4 20 16 5 31 32 
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For surface winds, IPSL and CCSM4 present norms that are 0–

20% (0–1.5 m s −1 ) and 25–50% (2–3.5 m s −1 ) larger than the

NCEP/NCAR values in exterior sectors, respectively. However, the

latter wind reanalysis seems to display wind speeds significantly

smaller than in the ERA Interim one everywhere in the study area,

except at the coasts (not shown). Consequently, while the simu-

lated wind speeds tend to be underestimated with regard to ERA

Interim, they lie within the interval of reanalyzed values delimited

by the NCEP/NCAR and ERA Interim datasets, except for CCSM4 in

the Weddell and Bellingshausen-Amundsen Seas where winds are

even stronger than in ERA Interim by 1 m s −1 . The situation in in-

terior sectors is similar as surface wind speed in the two climate

models stays between NCEP-NCAR and ERA Interim values overall,

but in this region CCSM4 does not systematically simulate stronger

winds than IPSL. Some studies demonstrate a better performance

of recent reanalyses such as ERA Interim, as compared with older

ones, in simulating the atmospheric circulation at high latitudes

(e.g., Bracegirdle and Marshall, 2012; Bracegirdle, 2013 ). Given the

specific physical processes and the small amount of data in this re-

gion, no reanalysis product is to be fully trusted yet, but they still

provide reliable information on the atmospheric mean state since

1979 (e.g., Bromwich et al., 2007 ). 

In exterior regions (except the Ross Sea), the larger the dif-

ference in ice speed between on the one hand CCSM4 or IPSL

and on the other hand NEMO-LIM3 or observations, the larger

the difference in wind speed between the two CMIP5 models and

NCEP/NCAR wind reanalyses. Conversely, the larger the difference

in ice speed between the two climate models and NEMO-LIM3,

the smaller the associated difference in wind speed with ERA-

Interim. This is not valid for interior regions. There, relative differ-

ences in ice speed from climate models with either NEMO-LIM3 or

Fowler et al. (2013) observations do not correspond to consistent

wind speed biases with respect to either NCEP/NCAR or ERA In-

terim reanalyses. For instance, in all interior regions, the ice moves

faster in IPSL than in CCSM4, whereas the wind is actually stronger
r  
n CCSM4 in the Bellingshausen-Amundsen and Ross sectors. How-

ver, NEMO-LIM3 has both the weakest winds and the slowest ice

otion everywhere. 

Table 2 presents an unexpected result for the IPSL model: speed

atios in interior sectors are significantly larger than those in exte-

ior sectors (difference larger than the typical standard deviation of

peed ratios), while in the interior the sea ice internal stress is ex-

ected to be more important and should slow down the ice. This

s in large part explained by the fact that the limit between the

nterior and the exterior is not well adapted for this model. Aver-

ges are made over a relatively long autumn-winter period (April–

ctober) when the ice edge advances north, meaning that many

nterior sectors are also exterior ones part of that time. It is par-

icularly problematic for the IPSL model, as suggested by Fig. 1 , for

hich the April sea ice cover is very small. The values in the inte-

ior sectors are therefore a mix of free drifting (as in the exterior

ectors) and non-free drifting conditions. Given that the interior

ector winds in IPSL are not significantly weaker than in exterior

ectors, contrary to those in CCSM4 and NEMO-LIM3, the ice drift

peed in interior sectors are much larger than expected ( Figs. 5

nd 6 ). A way to avoid this would be to re-define, for each model,

nterior sectors as the area where ice concentration is larger than

5% during April, and exterior ones as the area between this and

he maximum winter extent. We chose, however, not to do this be-

ause such a definition of these sectors presents two issues: (1) the

ector-wise comparisons between models may not be consistent

nd (2) a model like IPSL would then have almost no interior sec-

or for instance. By contrast, NEMO-LIM3, CCSM4 and observation-

ased exterior speed ratios are all larger than interior ones as ex-

ected, and their values are consistent with previous observation

tudies ( Vihma et al., 1996; Uotila et al., 20 0 0 ). 

.3. Ice drift direction and wind direction 

The regional analysis presented above for wind and ice speed is

epeated for the ice drift and surface wind directions ( Fig. 7 ). Con-
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Fig. 7. Mean value (colored arrows) and variation range (colored cones) of the sea ice drift direction and surface wind direction in each sector of the Southern Ocean, as 

defined in Fig. 4 . The averages are performed over April–October 1992–2005, except for Kimura et al. (2013) ice drift data (2003–2010). The wind speeds displayed for 

NEMO-LIM3 are actually the NCEP/NCAR wind reanalyses used to force the model. For the sake of readability, variation ranges for the Kimura et al. (2013) ice drift data are 

not shown and only the mean direction is plotted using dashed arrows. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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i  
rary to the discrepancies in wind speed between NCEP/NCAR and

RA Interim, no substantial difference in wind direction is found

etween those reanalyses. The agreement between the two ice

rift satellite products is also relatively good except in the Indian

nd Pacific exterior sectors, where the direction of the simulated

rift vectors in NEMO-LIM3 and CCSM4 is more consistent with

imura et al. (2013) than Fowler et al. (2013) . Although shifts in di-

ection are more difficult to evaluate quantitatively, the consistency

etween ice drift and wind direction differences with respect to

bservations or reanalyses in exterior regions is found again here.

henever a deviation of the ice drift in a given model is substan-
ial with respect to either satellite observations or other models, a

ubstantial shift in wind orientation (compared with other models

r reanalyses) is also observed, and those shifts are in the same

irection. As for ice and wind speed, the behavior of the various

odels is more complex in interior sectors where ice and wind di-

ection shifts are not always consistent (i.e., a large ice drift shift

n a given direction with respect to observations does not neces-

arily relate to a wind shift in the same direction with respect to

eanalyses). 

Table 2 also illustrates this different contribution of ice dynam-

cs between interior and exterior areas. In the interior, ice-wind
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turning angles vary widely among models and regions because the

ice is not in free drift. The range is smaller in exterior sectors and

turning angles vary within the uncertainty of their observed values

for free drift conditions ( Martinson and Wamser, 1990; Uotila et al.,

20 0 0 ). In these models, both the atmospheric and oceanic stresses

on the ice are calculated based on the same formula representing

the effect of the wind and ocean currents rotation in their respec-

tive boundary Ekman layer ( Leppäranta, 2011 ): 

τa/w 

= D a/w 

ρa/w 

| U a / w 

− u | [( U a / w 

− u ) cosθa/w 

+ k × ( U a / w 

− u ) sinθa/w 

] 

where D a / w 

is the atmosphere-ice or ocean-ice drag coefficient,

ρa / w 

the air or seawater density, U a/w 

the wind or ocean veloc-

ity vectors and θ a / w 

the turning angle between winds (at a given

altitude) or ocean currents (at a given depth) and the correspond-

ing surface quantities with respect to the ice. k is the vertical unit

vector. θw 

is taken to zero, because the resolution in ocean mod-

els is sufficient to resolve the Ekman spiral and provides the sur-

face currents directly to the ice (e.g., Hunke et al., 2010; Hunke

and Lipscomb, 2010; Vancoppenolle et al., 2012 ). As for the wind

stress, the ice drift speed is neglected compared to the wind speed

and no turning angle is used because the surface winds are either

resolved by atmospheric models (e.g., Large and Yeager, 2004 ) or

provided by 10 m wind reanalyses like in NEMO-LIM3. This simi-

lar treatment of atmospheric and oceanic stresses combined with

nearly identical (constant) values for the associated drag coeffi-

cients in models explain why the turning angles in exterior sectors

are relatively close to one another. However, they do show some

regional or inter-model variability because other factors, such as

the effects of the Coriolis force and ocean currents ( Uotila et al.,

20 0 0; Leppäranta, 2011 ), come into play and may modify the turn-

ing angle with respect to the wind. In the Southern Hemisphere,

under free drift conditions, the ice velocity turns about 25 ° left

from the near-surface wind when ice is relatively thin and ocean

currents are weak ( Martinson and Wamser, 1990; Vihma et al.,

1996 ). Thicker ice turns more from the wind, because the Corio-

lis force is proportional to ice thickness. Additionally, it is likely

that strong eastward circumpolar ocean currents affect the direc-

tion angles in the exterior sectors. In summary, despite some ex-

pected variability of the turning angles in Table 2 , in exterior sec-

tors, they all remain consistent with the similar physics for ocean

and wind stresses in all models. This ultimately supports the idea

that sea ice is effectively in free drift in these regions. 

5. Discussion 

An important limitation of this work is the uncertainty

in ice drift observations and wind reanalyses. While the ice

drift speed in the models studied here often overestimate the

Fowler et al. (2013) values, like CCSM4 everywhere or IPSL in in-

terior sectors, some of them in fact simulate a realistic ice mo-

tion compared to Kimura et al. (2013) . This is the case of IPSL and

NEMO-LIM3 in exterior sectors. Similar observations can be made

regarding the wind in IPSL and CCSM4 and the NCEP/NCAR or ERA

Interim reanalyses. Attributing biases in sea ice drift to errors in

wind speeds is thus impossible based on such comparisons only.

However, relating these biases to the sea ice concentration budget

in each model, as it is done below, enables one to assess their re-

alism regarding their representation of the processes driving the

sea ice concentration evolution. Here, we focus on the ice veloc-

ity divergence because it is the term in the ice concentration bud-

get that seems systematically underestimated in all models and in

both the exterior and interior regions of the Southern Ocean. 

Exterior sectors. Ice velocity divergence may be wrong for three

reasons: errors in ice drift speed, in ice drift direction or both.
hose errors may in turn be due to a combination of wind er-

ors, ocean current errors and wrong model physics in the ice dy-

amics. As shown in Section 4.2 , the models with the fastest ice

rift, seemingly caused by stronger winds, are also those with the

mallest biases in the divergence term of the sea ice concentra-

ion budget. In terms of wind direction, the agreement between

CEP/NCAR and ERA Interim wind directions in Fig. 7 gives good

onfidence on their reliability. Compared to them, both the IPSL

nd CCSM4 models seem to have systematic biases, with a left-

ard and rightward deviation in their winds, respectively. Thus no

odel is more skillful than the others in terms of wind errors only.

owever, those errors are both systematic (qualitatively the same

n all exterior sectors of the Antarctic sea ice zone) and consistent

ith those in ice drift. For instance CCSM4 exhibits a rightward

eviation of its winds (compared to reanalyses) and of its ice drift

compared to observations) directions in all exterior sectors. Be-

ides, it is the model with the strongest winds and the fastest ice

rift in all exterior regions as well. In the NEMO-LIM3 and IPSL

odels the ice drift is slower and as is the wind. Thus, the sys-

ematic and coherent behaviors in ice and wind speeds indicate

hat winds in these regions play an important role in driving the

ce motion, ultimately affecting the divergence or advection biases

n the ice concentration budget. This is fully consistent with the

early free drift nature of the ice motion in marginal ice zones and

as distinct consequences among models. CCSM4, presenting the

trongest winds and fastest ice motion, exhibits the most realistic

ivergence pattern in the ice concentration budget. However, even

onsidering the previously discussed uncertainties in the ice drift

atellite products ( Fig. 3 ) and the ERA Interim winds ( Fig. 6 ), it is

till likely that wind and ice drift speeds are overestimated in this

odel and compensate for errors in ice drift direction with respect

o ice divergence. NEMO-LIM3 and IPSL then display larger errors

n ice divergence because of their slower ice motion in addition to

iases in ice drift direction. The intense divergence in the concen-

ration budget of CCSM4 results in realistic sea ice freezing rates,

lso noticeable in Fig. 1 . Compared to satellite observations, the

intertime ice extent increasing rate is clearly the best in CCSM4,

lthough the mean bias over the year is the largest probably due

o the too strong northward advection of sea ice. Implications of

hose results are that realistically simulating the ice velocity diver-

ence, thanks to correct winds or boundary layer physics, in the

arginal sea ice zone of the southern hemisphere deeply impacts

n the ice growth and on the late winter sea ice extent maximum.

Interior sectors. The relationship between ice velocity, ice veloc-

ty divergence and wind errors in interior regions of the Southern

cean is different from the one in exterior sectors. Interior sec-

ors exhibit errors in ice drift (speed and direction) that are not

imply linked to model-reanalysis or inter-model wind differences.

he sea ice cover is packed there and undergoes large mechanical

onstraints. The VP and EVP models for sea ice rheology have been

hown to produce different sea ice dynamic responses to a forc-

ng on a daily timescale ( Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997; Hunke and

hang, 1999; Bouillon et al., 2013 ). Therefore, the sea ice motion

n response to the wind forcing in these regions is affected by the

heologies used for sea ice and expectedly displays more complex

rift error patterns than just those potentially induced by winds. 

Again, the errors can be connected to specific signatures in

he ice concentration budget. Near the coast of Antarctica (see

igs. 5 and 6 ), IPSL has the fastest ice drift compared to other mod-

ls. The associated winds in the model are also strong but compa-

able to ERA Interim values in the corresponding sectors. Because

he ice is somehow too mobile, it results in locally strong advection

atterns ( Fig. 2 ), in turn driving the accelerated retreat of the sea

ce in late winter and spring, observable in Fig. 1 . In contrast, the

ce is much slower in NEMO-LIM3, which exhibits the largest ice

elocity divergence errors in the interior sectors, except very close
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C  
o the coast. Too slow ice motion may explain the late ice break up

ear the coast in early summer in NEMO-LIM3. This may in turn

e due to both weak winds ( Fig. 6 ) and too strong ice rigidity in

ts rheology formulation. Over the year, deficient summer melt and

nsufficient winter growth rate lead to a smaller seasonality of the

ce extent for this model ( Fig. 1 ). In yearly average, the sea ice ex-

ent produced by NEMO-LIM3 is thus the closest to observations,

ut it is partly due to error compensations between delayed ice

elt in summer and underestimated ice growth rates in winter. In

CSM4, wind speed seems more realistic than in NEMO-LIM3, yet

he compact ice pack in interior sectors is too rigid to break up and

elt away, resulting in a largely overestimated sea ice extent sum-

er minimum. In summary, the respective contributions of wind

iases and incorrect model physics to errors in ice drift (speed and

irection) in the studied simulations seem to be both important. 

. Conclusion 

We derive the terms in the Antarctic sea ice concentration bud-

et from the output of three models, and compare them to obser-

ations of the same terms. One model is a global ocean–sea ice

oupled model with prescribed atmosphere (NEMO-LIM3) and the

wo others are fully coupled climate models (CCSM4 and IPSL) that

ere part of the CMIP5 initiative. In order to identify the origins

f the errors in the different terms of the ice concentration bud-

et, both the sea ice drift and wind fields from each model were

nter-compared and analyzed using two sets of ice motion vector

atellite observations ( Fowler et al., 2013; Kimura et al., 2013 ) and

wo datasets of wind reanalyses (NCEP/NCAR and ERA Interim).

his work represents an additional step with respect to the study

f Uotila et al. (2014) , who applied the same budget analysis to

ne model without analyzing the potential links with wind biases.

esults show important differences in the ice concentration bud-

ets and the ice drift/wind speed relationships of the three chosen

odels, which justifies a detailed analysis of each individual model

imulation. 

The sole assessment of the model wind and ice drift biases does

ot allow to evaluate them in terms of their simulation skills. In-

eed, the wind speeds they simulate often fall in the interval of

lausible values defined by the NCEP/NCAR and ERA Interim re-

nalyses, and although the simulated ice drift is sometimes out of

he Fowler et al. (2013) –Kimura et al. (2013) range of values (e.g.,

CSM4 in exterior sectors, or IPSL and CCSM4 in the interior), the

ncertainty on ice drift satellite observations remains very large.

his illustrates the common difficulty of applying such diagnostics

irectly comparing variables from complex models to observations.

he observable biases largely vary between regions and, generally,

o model is systematically better than the other ones, everywhere

nd for all variables. Here, we showed the particular suitability of

 process-oriented diagnostic such as the ice concentration budget,

ombined with regular model-observation diagnostics, for discrim-

nating the origins of systematic and dynamically-driven errors in

he ice concentration evolution. 

Systematic biases are found in all models, although with be-

aviors near the Antarctic coast that are distinct from those in the

entral and outer pack where the ice is close to free drift. In the

atter regions, models with the weakest winds exhibit as well the

lowest ice motion and the smallest velocity divergence and freez-

ng rates in the ice concentration budget. This, in turn, impacts

n the overall sea ice expansion rate in winter. Closer to coastal

reas, the faster the ice motion, the most rapid its early summer

etreat. However, the consistent relationship between these biases

nd those in wind speed in those interior regions is less prominent

han in exterior, marginal ice regions. Because the ice is more com-

act and under greater mechanical constraints locally, errors in ice
rift in models may be attributed to an inappropriate treatment of

he ice rheology just as well as errors in wind speed or direction. 

Therefore, although the present study is not able to precisely

uantify the respective contributions of wind biases and model

hysics to ice divergence or advection errors in the sea ice concen-

ration budget, it provides a baseline for a categorization of climate

odels in terms of the relationship between those errors. The dis-

inction can be made between models lacking sea ice velocity di-

ergence and hence demonstrating issues in reproducing the win-

ertime sea ice growth and maximum extent, from those unrealis-

ically simulating the ice advection in coastal locations, hindering

r accelerating the summertime retreat and melting of the ice. For

nstance, lacking ice velocity divergence in IPSL, in part due to in-

orrect winds in exterior regions of the Southern Ocean, leads to

n underestimated winter sea ice extent. Then during late win-

er in interior sectors, too fast ice drift subserves a fast break up

nd melt of the ice. In CCSM4, divergence-led freezing in the ice

oncentration budget is more realistic, but an overestimated ad-

ection brings the ice cover too far northwards due to presumably

oo strong winds in exterior regions. As a result, the high bias of

 × 10 6 km 

2 in ice extent at the end of the growth season re-

ains present throughout the summer. NEMO-LIM3, although in

etter agreement with observations in yearly average if only look-

ng at the sea ice extent, yields too slow ice motion in the south

eddell and Ross Seas that are forced by the weakest winds of all

odels as well. Consequently, underestimated winter freezing rates

ssociated with weak ice velocity divergence are in yearly average

ompensated by the delayed break up and melt of sea ice. This is,

owever, without considering any of the potential model biases in

he sea ice thermodynamics or oceanic surface currents that may

mplify or mask biases in ice dynamics. In this respect, the ice con-

entration budget is one part of a model global assessment. For in-

tance, an ice thickness budget would also be a very valuable com-

lement to this analysis provided that an observational equivalent

f such a budget were available, which is not the case at present

ime. 

Thus, this method gives insight on prioritizing models improve-

ent or evaluation. Except in regions where sea ice is nearly in

ree drift (ice there undergoes almost no deformation), its drift

or a given wind forcing is largely influenced by the ice rheol-

gy used in the model. Following steps would be implementing

ew generation rheologies (e.g., Bouillon et al., 2009; Sulsky and

eterson, 2011; Wilchinsky and Feltham, 2012; Tsamados et al.,

013; Dansereau et al., 2014 ) into climate models and re-apply our

ethodology to assess whether such new physics improves the ice

rift and the ice concentration budget terms in mechanically con-

trained regions near the coast of Antarctica. Improving the ice-

tmosphere boundary layer physics through the use of variable at-

ospheric drag coefficient parameterizations (e.g., Tsamados et al.,

014 ), for instance, may on the other hand affect the sea ice dy-

amics in all Antarctic sea ice covered regions. Regarding mod-

ls specifically missing ice velocity divergence in winter, a thor-

ugh evaluation of local winds in their atmospheric component

ay also be required. For models running under prescribed atmo-

pheric forcing, the ice drift–wind combined assessment proposed

ere may as well be used for selecting the most suitable surface

ind reanalysis in the sea ice covered regions of the Southern

cean. Finally, this illustrates how the method provides a valuable

nalysis and evaluation tool for the Southern Ocean sea ice com-

onent in models from future CMIP phases. 
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